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Setting the scene
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You are tasked with updating the model which predicts propensity to renew an insurance policy as a 

function of the price charged.

Working in your sandbox “lab” environment, you prove that a machine learning approach based on a 

Gradient Boosting Machine gives a better solution across a range of measures.

Not only that, the process was fairly automated and you foresee efficiency savings in the team if it is 

rolled out.

Problem statement

How do you move from the POC in the sandbox ‘lab’ environment into “live” 

production?



Typical “lab to live” journey
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Stage 1:

Proof of Concept

Stage 2:

Pilot Implementation

Stage 3:

Enterprise

Implementation

Stage 4:

Sustain & Enhance

E
x
a

m
p

le A one-off renewal POC 

model in a sandbox 

environment

Offline adjustments made 

to the renewal model for 

a subset of the portfolio

ML model is integrated 

with the price optimization 

framework and runs 

automatically

Process governs the ML 

model performance 

tracking, maintenance 

and updates

Common hurdles

• Approval and buy-in

• Plan for scale up

• Model governance 

process



Common approval challenges
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“It’s a 
black box”

“Don’t 
trust it”

“No human 
judgement”

“Why 
change 
things?”

“It will 
make the 

wrong 
decision”

“What about 
my 

actuaries?”

Potential solutions:

• Redesign model governance 
process

• Objective tests/check-box 
approach

• Phased roll out to mitigate risk

• Robust model validation

• Model diagnostics should 
include:

Variable Importance

Partial dependencies

Lift/gains chart

LIME (Local Interpretable 
Model-Agnostic Explanations)



Common approval challenges
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“No human 
judgement”

“It will 
make the 

wrong 
decision”

“It’s a black 
box”

“Why 
change 
things?”

“Don’t 
trust it”

“What about 
my 

actuaries?”

Potential solutions:

• Model Interventions:

• Feature engineering

• Feature shape

• Feature 
selection/Regularization

• Loss functions

• Trend adjustments outside 
algorithm

• Model Comparison to GLM:

• Segments with largest deltas

• Human Checkpoints/Triggers

• Models operate within pre-
defined thresholds



Common approval challenges
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“Why 
change 
things?”

“What about 
my 

actuaries?”

“It’s a black 
box”

“Don’t 
trust it”

“It will make 
the wrong 
decision”

“No human 
judgement”

• Increased competition

• Anti-selection

• Co-resourcing and shared 
development journey

• Pricing team buy-in

• Shared objectives

• Insurance domain knowledge

• Data 

• Model validation

• Upskilling Pricing Actuaries

• Translators

• Team consolidation

• Shift focus to business applications



Typical “lab to live” journey
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Stage 1:

Proof of Concept

Stage 2:

Pilot Implementation

Stage 3:

Enterprise

Implementation

Stage 4:

Sustain & Enhance

E
x
a

m
p

le A one-off renewal POC 

model in a sandbox 

environment

Offline adjustments made 

to the renewal model for 

a subset of the portfolio

ML model is integrated 

with the price optimization 

framework and runs 

automatically

Process governs the ML 

model performance 

tracking, maintenance 

and updates

Common hurdles

• IT constraints

• Regulatory/compliance

• Data/GDPR

• IT governance process

Common hurdles

• Approval and buy-in

• Plan for scale up

• Model governance 

process



Existing 
rating tables

Existing 
rating tables

Enterprise implementation considerations
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Rating tables

Retention

NB 
Conversion

Market 
Price

Price 
Optimization 
Framework

Optimal 
price per 

policy

Optimal 
rating 

structure

Technical 
Cost

U/W 
platform

direct feed

= ML implementation challenge

U/W 
platform

U/W 
platform

API calls



Typical “lab to live” journey
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Stage 1:

Proof of Concept

Stage 2:

Pilot Implementation

Stage 3:

Enterprise

Implementation

Stage 4:

Sustain & Enhance

E
x
a

m
p

le A one-off renewal POC 

model in a sandbox 

environment

Offline adjustments made 

to the renewal model for 

a subset of the portfolio

ML model is integrated 

with the price optimization 

framework and runs 

automatically

Process governs the ML 

model performance 

tracking, maintenance 

and updates

Common hurdles

• Resourcing (time and 

skills)

• Version control

• Support model

Common hurdles

• IT constraints

• Regulatory/compliance

• Data/GDPR

• IT governance process

Common hurdles

• Approval and buy-in

• Plan for scale up

• Model governance 

process



Model monitoring 

system

Automated model maintenance 

& audit trail tool

Maintenance and review framework
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Regular 

performance 

dashboard

Current 

models

Actuals 

data
No change

Base rate

Fit model to residuals

Full remodel

New 

model

Thresholds for action



Hybrid Data Science team structure
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► Analytics is spread throughout the 
organization, with little formal coordination 
mechanism in place

► Analytics is located locally, but managed 
by a central unit

► Local responsibility for coordination, 
supported by central resources

Data Science Capability  Analytics Projects Departments

Central Management Central Enablement

“Fragmented” model “Hybrid” models- lots of different potential configurations

Pricing Claims MarketingPricing Claims Marketing Pricing Claims Marketing



Conclusions
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• Many machine learning projects are stuck at POC or pilot stage

• Governance processes need to be redesigned and validation extended

• Know GDPR rules to mitigate risks and find opportunities

• Integrated data science teams help overcome cultural resistance

• Compatibility of pricing systems with ML techniques is constantly improving

• ML can be governed by automated processes, controlled by human 

checkpoints and triggers – but equally so can traditional techniques
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The views expressed in this [publication/presentation] are those of invited contributors and not necessarily those of the IFoA. The IFoA do not endorse any of the 

views stated, nor any claims or representations made in this [publication/presentation] and accept no responsibility or liability to any person for loss or damage 

suffered as a consequence of their placing reliance upon any view, claim or representation made in this [publication/presentation]. 

The information and expressions of opinion contained in this publication are not intended to be a comprehensive study, nor to provide actuarial advice or advice 

of any nature and should not be treated as a substitute for specific advice concerning individual situations. On no account may any part of this 

[publication/presentation] be reproduced without the written permission of the IFoA [or authors, in the case of non-IFoA research].
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